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The semi-conductor end market, which had a cyclical bottom in the first quarter of 2016, in concert
with the low point of the US economy, continued to see two years of strong, unabated cyclical growth
which finally succumbed to cyclical pressures in the second quarter of 2018. In the first half of 2018,
the group started exhibiting many tell-tale signs of late cycle phenomenon – lead times well above prior
cycle peaks, commodity sub-segment operators (like discretes) seeing lead times extend to a quarter
or more instead of a few weeks historically, industry surveys pointing to increased double ordering. The
semi-conductor stock index (SOX) broadly reflected these trends as the index peaked coincidentally in
the first half of 2018 along with peak fundamentals.
Semi-conductor sector fundamentals broadly deteriorated in the second half of 2018 as a combination
of global economic slowdown, tariff headlines that resulted in volatile ordering patterns, and excess
channel inventory which resulted in marked deceleration in overall semi-conductor growth rates in the
second half of 2018. As we sit in the first quarter of 2019, some of the overhang from the cyclical excess
of the prior cycle continue to linger and, combined with a slower US economic growth outlook (as
reflected by recent Institute of Supply Management numbers) and malaise in some end markets like
China auto and global smartphones will result in the overall semi-conductor industry seeing revenue
decline in 2019. Morgan Stanley and Semi-conductor Industry Association (SIA) model for 2019 shows
overall semi-conductor revenues down 4.7% year over year, all of the revenue decline coming from
memory segment.
Exhibit 1: Morgan Stanley and the Semi-conductor Industry Association’s 2019 model

Source: SIA, Morgan Stanley
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While industry forecasts for all other segments outside of memory do show modest growth, risks
remain to the downside for these estimates for two reasons:
Lead times (LT), which is an indication of visibility for future orders, are contracting after an extended
period of expansion. Overall, industry lead times have extended well above the median level and
are likely to contract further.
Exhibit 2: Overall semi-conductor industry lead-times (monthly – left and quarterly – right)

Source: Susquehanna Financial Group

Contraction in Lead Times are happening at a time when distributors are carrying inventories over
long-term median levels (Red Line in Exhibit 3 below). This suggests that distributors have room
to digest inventories before placing new orders to suppliers (which will cause Lead Times to stop
going down).
Exhibit 3: Distributors DOI

Source: Morgan Stanley, Thomson Reuters
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On a positive note, investors and analysts covering the industry have marked down growth expectations
and valuations of all companies in the industry; valuations are quite attractive in certain sub-segments
within semi-conductors, in line with non-recessionary cyclical bottoms. However, it is premature to call
the bottom in the industry based purely on valuation alone as we are just one to two quarters into a
down cycle after 10 quarters of continued expansion. The Manager continues to monitor data points
within this industry seeking signs of stability, looking for a cyclical bottom in the months ahead.

Source: Prakash Vijayan, CFA. Driehaus Capital Management LLC
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